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Quality is never an accident; it is always the result of high
intention, sincere effort, intelligent direction and skillful
execution; it represents the wise choice of many alternatives.
-William A. Foster
“When asked what the learnings from Kingfisher Airlines experience were, Tony Fernandes said:
“Focus. I have said it to Vijay many times. This is damn bloody tough business. People saw me running
around in a T-shirt and a cap and said well if that Indian guy can do it then I can. Vijay was one of the
many billionaires who got into the airline business, but it is a very, very tough business. You can lose a
fortune very quickly. You have to be meticulous and it needs focus. The Air Asia model has been the
same for 11 years. We did not even think about India because we knew we would get killed in the early
stages. Vijay went from a low-cost to a premium, to a long-haul airline, to a short-haul airline, to a turbo
prop with the buying of Air Deccan. You know it was like a biryani. It was all mixed up. It was bad biryani
which India does not have much of.”
TONY FERNANDES NDTV Profit (1 July 2013)

At Global Hardware Ltd. we would like to claim that we are focused; focused on
you, our customer. While it would be nice to be everything to everyone, we fear
we’d end up losing our specialty if we trod down that path.
Our specialty is boards – we would like to be seen as the one-stop shop for all your
quality boards needs.
From plain or laminated MDF and chip boards, to gypsum boards, marine / shutter
plywood, plain plywoods, veneers – even cement fibre boards, we stock the lot in a
variety of colours and sizes.
Ever been in a situation where you bought 18mm boards to build a shelf and you
cannot find the same shade in a 3mm to make the back wall of the shelf? Then you
know where we are going with our portfolio of products! We stock a large variety
of colours whilst at the same time ensuring that you have the peace of mind that
the same shades will be available in different thicknesses.
Add to this the accessories such as channels, appropriate screws, fillers, fibre tapes
etc and you suddenly are in a position to save money and valuable time by getting
your products from one outlet.

If you would like to know about our boards, or if you would like to see other
construction and building products, please do not hesitate to get in touch with us.
Have an inquiry? Please do get in touch with Rikim, Sanjay, Mary or Joy – all on
hand to be of service to you.
Better still, drop us a line on globalhardwarekenya@gmail.com and ask to be put
onto our automated e-mail notification service. All new arrivals are regularly
advertised upon receipt.
globalhardwarekenya@gmail.com
0786 GLO BAL (456 225)

